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Who is Nikolaïs:
“versatile pioneer of modern dance”

“father of multimedia theatre”

A very popular modern dance:

● Designer
● Composer
● Choreographer

Renowned in modern dance history for his amazing teaching skills, 
which focus on developing the capacity of invention in his students. 



● choregraphs his own works

● writes his own music

● designs his own scenery and lighting

● makes his own costumes

Nikolaïs’ Attention to detail:



Nikolaïs:
● Creates pieces where human body’s 

movement has the same relevance as optical 

effects, collages, paintings, projections and 

all kind of accessories for scenic illusions

● Has a marked preference for abstraction, 

which (expresses from the beginning of his 

choreographic career)

“I had to redefine dance 
and I concluded that the 

essence of this art is 
movement”



Crucible (1985) used mirrors to create bizarre 
symmetrical shapes



LIFe & CAreer:
Young Artist: 
● siblings played piano
● liked percussion
● forced into: dance, acting, scenic design, puppetry, music 

composition 
● inspired to study dance after attending a performance by 

German dancer Mary Wigman
Began: 
● organist accompanying silent films



LIFe & CAreer:
Early Dance Training: 

● Bennington College, Vermont
● Trained by: great figures of the modern dance world: Hanya Holm, 

Martha Graham, Doris Humphrey, Charles Weidman

Performing and Teaching Career:
● questioned the traditional foundation of modern dance
● choreographed at the Maionette Theatre in Colorado
● founded Henry Street Dance Theater in 1940: leading avant-garde 

force in the dance world
● founded the Playhouse Dance Company, later the Nikolaïs Dance 

Theatre, with friend Murray Louis in 1951
● Carolyn Carlson and Susan Buirge came from his school



On the Tree



studied with:

● Truda Kaschmann - student of Mary Wigman

● Murray Louis - friend for 40 years



Genius during crises:
Nikolaïs became aware of how creatively adept he was 
and sought to put it to good use. 

Nikolaïs’ lifespan of 83 years was perfectly tailored to 
the United States’ timeline because his inventive 
brilliance fiercely combated the hysteria that the 
world wars brought upon the nation.

● completed active service in WWII



Multiple exposures of a dancer’s costume for the 
Nikolaïs’ ballet Temple (1974)



Main aesthetic choices:
● abstraction
● inhuman shapes
● style was based on the environment
● decentralization
● electronic music
● intricate lighting
● group work as opposed to individual choreography
● unity



Nikolaïs drew inspiration from nature, focusing on shape, not the literal objects.

Here in Mantis from Imago, shape dictates motion, time, rhythm, and dancers’ 
connection to one another and space (1963)



overview of Nikolaïs’ beliefs:
● any point (in or outside the body) can be the “center for movement”

● human beings are just another element among the moving universe

● the body undergoes several metamorphoses and becomes abstract 
using different accessories

● improvisation and composition are part of the technical training

● the student is responsible of exploring his own body



Costumes re-shape and depersonalize dancers bodies in 
Nikolaïs’ work Allegory (1959)



Costumes:
“My costumes are part of a total stage 
design. The idea is not to see each body 

separately. I see man-not as an ego, but as 
part of a socio-economic mechanism. I have 

often been accused of dehumanization of 
the dancers. It’s not that, it’s de-egoization. 

Man has to learn to see himself as a 
relatively minor part of the whole universal 

thing.”
● costumes and 

props are objects 
to be overcome by 
movement



Nikolaïs’ work Tensile Involvement seen at the Dance on 
Camera Festival at Lincoln Center (1953)



Legacy: 
● without people like him, we would not have the 

same modern dance that we know today

● he was able to manipulate the appearance of his 
dancers with lighting, costumes, and magnificent 
choreography

“Any innovator who experiments with slide projections, light play on 
dancers' bodies and fabric as an extension of the human form will find 
that Alwin Nikolaïs has been there before." (Anna Kisselgoff, New York 
Times 1987)



Nikolaïs’ piece Sanctum (1964)



WhAT does “Noumenon” mean:

Noumena: anything that 
is known without the use 
of ordinary 
sense-perception.

Used in contrast with 
phenomenon: anything 
that can be apprehended 
by the senses.

A
“thing-in-itself”

example-
“universally true fact”: this grass is green



Noumenon (1953)

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rWq_DOlpUbo
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